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mportant to Preface this information from the media*  in history  with two questions. 

WHY ?   Why should we need to question history ?   

Answer: because history as we have been taught  is all a fabrication.      All of it.  
So, in our child-like innocence we ask again, why? Why is art dated true as 541 be hoaxed by an added 

M? 
Why would anyone want to hide the truth about our roots, how we came to be here, & what happened 
to change everything. That answer sits in the deceptive age 1 we inhabit.  
One controlled by the money system which controls all of us. 

 YET  ~   as always, nothing is what it seems. 
We are pawns of several off world interests, the same behind ArmMargEddan.  
One of which is so evil, it trades our very DNA, our children & our Energy, our prospective 

collective SOUL frequencies energy! Recall the Essene Lords’ Prayer?  

The Our Father - translated from Aramaic by the Nazarene Essenes 
Oh Cosmic Birther of all radiance and vibration... 
Soften the ground of our being and carve out a space within us where your Presence can abide. 

Fill us with your creativity so that we may be emboldened to bear the fruit of your mission. 
Let each of our actions bear fruit in accordance with our desire. 

Endow us with the wisdom to produce and share what each being needs to grow and flourish. 

Untie the tangled threads of destiny that bind us, as we release others from the entanglement of past errors.  

Do not let us be seduced by that which would divert us from our true purpose, but illuminate the 

opportunities of the present moment. 

For you are the ground & the fruitful vision, the birth, power &  fulfillment, as all is gathered & made 

whole once again.  

We are governed/controlled because we are collateral, herded, both mentally and physically. For profit.  
Indocrination as children, before we are seven years old always works. 
Believing religiously, in any given savior, be it a" Loving  lord", a shepherd who kills the lamb, or even a 
warrior mentality for “making”  The Man. These days called transhumanism. "Man" is code for Orion. 
Leading to the last Question... Why are we taken this way, and by whom?  
Answer: the Copiests. The shape shifters which clone & build creatures that look like the benevolent ones. 
These images here, I published years ago; hold the answer to our current dilemma of being mis-informed. 

*media – the medium with which information is spread. Frequently, or nearly always, comprising hidden messages via cipher 

and code. To alert the ‘reader’ of the day (who often could not read) via visible images regarding events kept hidden from folk 

by those in the Establishment  such as the  Inquis it ion.Media  by way of art in clay tablets,  copper plaques , murals, 

paintings, rock wall reliefs, woodcuts. 

1. deceptive age: Being in 1346CE at the erzats 2022  means 1,246 years yet to go until we reach the Age of 

Aquarius. The reason for bringing the age of Aquarius forward is shown below.                                                                                                                                         

See MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES  folio 7  https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com  "hoaxed by 
an added M" ?  Answer is here later: 

 

҉p.s.the twisted information regarding “the third antichrist” derives from the words of Nostradamus in his Epistle to Henri II, where he mentions, five times, the word    

         "AnteChriƒt" both as the ‘second peoples’& the ‘third peoples’ from before Christ.  C+F+8 77,  &  10 66.  Never spelt as ‘anti.christ’. 
 

 

"The first step to eradicate a race, is to    

  erase its memory. Invent a new history...” 
~ Milan Kundera ~ 

Messsiah that returns. 
Feathered or “reed”  

crown = Marduk 

in wall relief media. 
Marduk had his age 

1440BC 
 

C+F+1440 
all throughout these 
works C+F+ means 

Control key plus Find 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
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1a

1b 

C+F+Clement.

  J527      C+F+afootnote             C. E. = Current Era.  Era = cycle or orbit of Nemesis

 
this is a screenshot of the link and will not work as a link. Copy & paste  STAGED CENTURIES FABRICATED REALITY INVENTED HISTORY Phantom Time 

One cannot help but notice all Feudal realms with their individual 
throned kings/queens. So why are ships sideways? 

Here is a more familiar view. This is the Vallard Atlas J547 

complete with a green Sahara & what else? 

Maps which display the “ C+F+sideways” tilt  ~ as far as an upside down tilt, all appear post J79 until J719. 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/9th-June-2020-EXPLANATION-OF-THE-PREFIXES.pdf 

afootnote:  Having discovered the various age gaps that the elliptical orbit of our sister sun really contains, at ca 700 each orbit give/take 50 ±, with every 5th ‘sun’ being at 3600 ± 

years;  it seems there is a co-relating event mid stream in each of the seven century eras which has nearly catastrophic repercussions too.  Such as the mystery J536 & others.  
1a The Gregorian calendar prefixed by a number 1 instead of the J or I, was only accepted world wide in 1922. Encycl. Britt. Only 11 years after  C+F+hungerstones 

1b   The i prefix is explained in 10 27 and under the word “Clement 1st” 

2 Roman reich, generally known as the Roman Empire (first reich) and recognised defeated by nature.  Volcanic activity killing off grazing 

for cavalry horses, followed by a mini ice age which eventually lasted around 500 years. Wikidpedia has it subsiding shortly after Napoleon’s 

defeat (also a Roman Empire, second reich). Third Reich was Hitler and now, your pent.agon is run by the fourth.                                          

Always ask yourself the question when hearing the words “volcanic activity” – what was it that set off that activity? 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/9th-June-2020-EXPLANATION-OF-THE-PREFIXES.pdf
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Mazzaroth-Mizraim by Miss Frances Rolleston

Carolyn McDowall.

  

 
current to today; & do not apply to this actual map. We could count the miles that this turn had, by calculating 
the distance of Sahara greenery, with each longitude comprising around 69 miles at Equator. We can also 
reconcile the answer with the apparent desertification right across Asia Minor seen on this image and sub 

headed “Original SAHARA latitude”.  Robert Schoch  take note. 

The upcoming roll is said (by these texts) to be around 5,200 nautical miles when it settles, and this barren 

area looks as if it is a similar measurement.About a quarter or less of Earths surfaceC+F+592

 
Skymap with Sagittarius as it used to be                  link for MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES in C+F+MILLWHEEL  footnotes for Leo Rising 

 

 

 The Establishment has a standard answer for this, that these astronomers were all just copying each others’ mistake. They cannot explain why Hevelius also did a 

woodcut telling us the same information; using the              Triple Method. Yet it is known the sun once rose in the west.       Maybe more than once. C+F+Eric                                                               
See a more full explanation     in ST GERMAIN PT 2 
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My quandary was knowing Hezekiah struck a coin showing the 

Winged Disc, which date of † around 705BCE C+F+Remus agrees 
with the Chinese records speaking of our orbit gaining 5 days  (the 
5 “unlucky” days of the “deluded* Maya"), plus the mention in bibles 
of our sun standing still & climbing back up ten steps. 
We already know when our planet turned during Wormwood, 
thanks to Hevelius and to Nostradamus: – J676-J719.   But why 
did pope Gregory want a "new Age" in J582/583?     Continues: 

 

We know why Otto had a new age calendar invented, because 
of Cassini j672, Otto could see  the incoming planetary system 
by J676, and relate that to the reason for the Thames freezing 

solid overnight.4  was THIS  the ‘mammoth’ freezing event? Yes, 

I believe it was, because those mammoth/mastadon  had been 
at Florida latitudes prior to arriving in Siberia latitudes 
overnight. Validating for us the planet had turned during Ison-
Wormwood; by J719. Hevelius had confirmed this twice, once 
in January J687, the month he died, and just before that in 
J686 with a coded C+F+firmament woodcut.  See it in Explanation of the Prefixes 
Using our own experience right now: – from January 16 1981 
when astronomer Robert Harrington et alia published his finds 
regarding “Planet X” up to 2002 when my own daughter saw it 
in the heavens, then to current times beginning publicly 2010 
when many people began catching shots of it (meaning its dark 
sun AND the travellers with it) :~ we can therefore count that its 

incoming progress from ca. 1981 to, say, 2021 = 40 years, and 
presume its outgoing progress should be similar... spending ca 80 
years here in our own solar system where we also follow our sun. 
This means the same for those witnesses in J676, J686, J69½ silver 

goblet I caught on Antiques Roadshow J703-6 then various woodcuts & vignettes 
with our constellations all back to front, along with the White 
Horse of Uffington which is celebrating the reversal of Sagittarius 
– all around 670 years ago. At “2022” we are actually in 1346C.E. 
Back to J676, the "new age" of 1000, of Yule in July , the THAMES4 

and the buttercup mammoth/mastadon freeze. 5 
Noting that its age gaps are decreasing, due to its elliptical orbit. 
Ipuwer Papyrus: which is a dated scribed copy. of a former original  
about the Exodus; now confirmed by the 1486BCE Tulli papyrus.  
TULLI PAPYRUS of Thutmoses      1486 BCE to   
HEZEKIAH COIN,  Chinese records      705 BCE     = 781 gap years 
705 BCE to PASSOVER J79 CE (“33 AD”)            = 784 year gap 
CRUCIFIXION/PompeiiJ79 CE to ison say J719 CE = 640 year gap 
ISON also known as WORMWOOD to now 1346 CE = 627  years 

LEFT HAND cartouche 
Black sun of Nemesis and many other names 
Right hand of Orion is Betelgeuse. This is very important, 
because it verifies that Cygnus had returned  to the 
northern hemisphere, which is where “the right hand of 
Orion” sits today... 
Scarab beetle is Cancer constellation – from where comes 
the incoming solar system direction 
Feathered Crown of Marduk who named himself  Ra, 
within his Age of Aries ca.1440BCE to J79CE 
Seated in a time gate 
The “Opener” tool for access to the brain, mechanical 
access... 
The sigil for Ninurta, the Mountains. The same Credo 
Mutwa wore. This can be seen on the Bambara Kariong 
Hieroglyphic walls. Helping to date them, which according 
to the cartouches on them do fit into the end & beginning 
of 4th to 5th dynasty Egypt – that of Marduk-Ra-Sneferu.  
They also appear covered with plaster on the infamous 
door lintel in Seti 1 19th dynasty tomb, along with a 
helicopter, an aerial refueller, (as described by Edgar Cayce) electric 
light post and Tesla coil  [pg 22 Book of the Dead in the footnotes.] 

The waves seen here can mean Aquarius or frequencies, 
possibly low frequencies. Who is lord of airways? Answer: 
EnLil.YHWH 
RIGHT HAND cartouche  Top:  
is the comb of she who “lounges combing her hair” 
Cassieopea. (Mazzaroth-Mizraim, Miss Frances Rolleston 
UK 19th century) 
Frequencies (micro wave?) referring to what? Time travel? 
The Feather of either Feathered Serpent constellation or... 

The Plough/Ursa Major, 
once known as Cow’s Hind Leg, Beehive 

Cygness/Goose Returning 
Two types of scout craft? A five pointed star... needs more 
research (I thought it was Cassieopea, but it could be 
related to the Pentagon Grayles from Canis Minor or Abus 
the Swift. The same of the Twitter logo). 
Aquarius, and a Planet of Crossing, the diagonal  pheon illus  

Cross of Nibiru-Zha.am.i, which can also be seen near the 
knee of king Pacal tucked up into his time gate machine 

 

 

 

 

Julius Caesar/Julian.    

The double reed/feather headdress belonged in the 
age of Marduk/Aries ...  1440BCE to  ca   J79/Pisces 
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Remus: Rome itself was founded circa 753BCE(April 21 they say).Well within the 80 year come-and-go period, which included 705BCE. 

One needs to look sideways at that number and ask "what happened leading up to that day ?  Answer  is  ‘The Winged Aten Disc’. 
Noting that a visit of the Nemesis mini solar system affected kings every time it approached, and the year of 705BCE was no exeption. 
The other thing Nostradamus asked us to hold in abeyance was a period of “around twenty years” – extra. We can see this advice in 
his header under PREDICTIONS an English word.Why do you think that was? Was it because in the 500s of his day, the approaching 
solar system could be seen for 20 years before it began to leave? We have learned that it has been in our current times forty years on 
its approach (Harrington) so one assumes it will take 40 years in its leaving – affecting our own planets all the while. This then 
becomes an eighty year period within our solar system in which to pinpoint one time. The one big event that remained in living memory, 
out of that 80 years. The reason those in the 500s period of 20 years viewing  has doubled, is simple. Harrington had a bigger telescope! 

GADOURY  FINDS 
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 Column at Angkor Wat ~ is this a cronor visor?   

 
 One of the many ICA stones...  

Here is a quest for someone – what happened  ca. “800” years ago to have caught out these penguins ? 
Using 2022 as our date, 800 years ago would be around 1220.CF1200 But using 1346 date and the arbitrary ‘800’ 
leaves us at around J550.  If we have the 800 as give or take a hundred, that would read  650. We know   
it was not J550 ±  because the likes of Nostradamus would have made mention of a catastrophe like that.  
however, there is a map of the mediterranean of the “i500s” (J500s) which shows it all under ice. The same 
period during which both Da Vinci & Nostradamus lived. The same which brought down the 1st &  2nd reichs. 
We also know that Carbon 14 dating is a hazardous method to trust due to bacteriological encapsulation. 
That dendochronology cannot be trusted either because trees stop growing in ice ages droughts and floods. 
That ice rings cannot be computed because pollution rings have been found to be multiple in any given year. 
https://earther.gizmodo.com/melting-antarctic-ice-exposes-800-year-old-penguins-tha-1845242764/amp  Mon 5/10/2020 

 
This was touted as a 1500s map. Yet Candia is alive and obvious here, in the mini ice age. It did not become Crete until J669 by Louis XIV 

This map will appear later for other reasons 

https://earther.gizmodo.com/melting-antarctic-ice-exposes-800-year-old-penguins-tha-1845242764/amp
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dear  Anne Habermehl 
Information in the Ipuwer Papyrus include those on its reverse. 
The mention of Amon which in turn leads to other details such as a "dark age" (recuperation period from that chaos) 
which results from the elliptical orbit of the Passing Over of a mini solar system.  
I am in the process of proving this intrudes every 700 years give and take - and such as it is, is able to assist us further in 
reconciling timing events, both political and geological. 
The “ages” of Amon the double feathered crown of Marduk-Sneferu etc have been determined by the establishment as around 
2500 BCE±, to J79CE, but Marduk’s “age” was in Aries*, ca 1440 BCE± (and see the Ram headed Sphinxes). 
I am was still working on Ipuwer due to that papyrus being a copy of a previous one. SINCE DISCOVERED IT WAS THE 1486 BCE EVENT. 
So, we see, just sitting right in front of us another establishment red herring of 1000 years: 2500± to 1500± BCE! 
Helen Mead-Parks 

*Aries MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES  1440 BCE – the short reign of Aries the Ram, Marduk. Followed by ca. 2590 years for the   
            Deceptive Age of Pisces beginning aroundJ 79CE. With us sitting in 1346CE @ 2022 central to 80 years of Nemesis 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/MILLWHEEL-of-the-AGES-updated-August-16-2018.pdf 

 

 

Ao i666. Great fire of London. Nemesis had just been seen by Cassini.  

It was almost like a “scorched Earth” policy!  Just as we are having right now. 
 

timelines i666/fires.  July J676 new age Otto January J686 stars reversed/Hevelius  do you see a pattern?  J696 silver chaliceJ69½ lakes froze 

solid  J703  TO 706  see  C6 Q2  skies will be made witnessed, stars revolting.  Filippo said the same thing   J716 great flooding, starvation – 718 woodcut  

 

 GREAT DILIGENCE: even Da Vinci threw that one at me, found in  'Attention THE NAVY: FIX THE CALENDARS'  

 Questomedesimo accade nelli ingegni     the English:  This same genius happens within panels/portals  (in the Last Supper) 

  continues : dispersing by sonic percussion  [in a time gate] 

DEMISING SATAN’S DESOLATE MAGIC CONCEIT, IMAGINES  MIDDLE  AGE  IGNOMIES  ARE MADE CONCISE fixed in time  
NELL IN DILIGENCE TO MI AGILE  CONSEQUENCES TO ADDED MILLENIUM:  AND DELETED  MIDDLE  AGE   the ‘dark age’ that never was 
TENACIOUS GNOME-LIKE IGIGI grayles AIM UNGODLIEST CLAUSE; CLAIMS NEEDS SICKENING, DEMENTIA,  EMACIATION &  
DEADENING  MUCILAGE  biospheres  TO CAUSE STONE-AGE ICE ...  UNGODLIEST CLAUSE = treaties trading children as upper case CARGO                                                       

IN DILIGENCE TO MI AGILE CONSEQUENCES meaning by acting on the knowledge that the dark ages were non existent, by repairing this problem, 
will negate the consequences of allowing both the incorrect calendar and the related false FDR TREATY CLAUSES to be viable. Those which trade 
technology for upper case CARGO, our children. Da Vinci also refers to children “bound,  into sausage casings” 

Nostradamus had his say about these same things as well, calling the sausage casings ‘bologna’: 

6 89 2 De miel face oingt & de laict fubftantes :   Face Scorpio anointed with honey Ursa &  sustained by milk: Milky Way 

saying Antares/Scorpio faction are alligned with those factions from Ursa situated in the Milky Way (AKA The Band).  
The same Ursa as Marg.id in ArmMargEddan.  The honey reference derives from Ursa once being known as the Beehive. 
OLD FAT-FACED SATAN ANU IMBECILE STOLE  UNGIFTED  CALENDAR  TO GET MULTI-FACETED  BENEFITS. 
MEAD TO MAKE AGES CO-EFFICIENT FLOUU FLUENT.  MI AFFECTION OF BOLD GIFTED MEAD; IS DILIGENCE:  
IS FEEBLE FAULT-FINDING TO CASTIGATE ELO’IM EFFICIENT ONES, IS OF STINGIEST FICTIONAL BENEFIT ( ) responding to my 

dig regarding Jesse Ventura being physically able to take over during an upcoming catastrophe (this is what is called a “rap over the 
knuckles”) or this may have been  in relation to my “cheap shot” (Their words)  at Dolores Canon/ where They did explain that the 
‘Nostradamus’ she thought she was channelling was the real one, but it  was an Archon, the very reason channelling is dangerous, which was 
why the ‘cheap shot’ was made.  C+F+CAENEUS 
➢ FAT-FACED SATAN the Anu from the Nemesis system live for lengths of time which we cannot comprehend.   The entire time 

they live their heads get broader with age and their eyes appear closer – hence “fat-faced”... which is exactly how they appear 
when found, hidden as they are in The Last Supper. 

In the pdf files HOW ENKI OPERATES  page 19; spotted in the frontispiece of:   
 PREDICTIONS  :A ROVEN     continues 

               Chez Pierre Hubault, tenant fa Boutique :en la rue Efcuyere, à l'enfeigne du Croiffant.  
Right in your faces are the words "en lumiere grand' diligence reueues" = enlightening made with great inspection/review. 

 

 

Here, calculated by 

Mr. Steve Rudd 

are date times I 

agree with. This 

makes Ipuwer’s 

papyrus the same 

Winged Aten event as 

the 1486BCE  Tulli 

Papyrus. 

The ONLY caveat I 

place on the details is 

that EGYPT was NOT 

EGYPT until 1958 

our times. 
14th April 2022  

 
FAT FACED ANU 

image from SAALM 

 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/MILLWHEEL-of-the-AGES-updated-August-16-2018.pdf
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First lines directly under the heading  PREDICTIONS (noting: in English) ...iufques en l'á mil cinq ces quatre vingtz trois, C+F+10 27 3 

= these five eighty-three the first made millenium, (his "millenium" being "500",  into  I583, Gothic Fashion/Calendar) 
 

"pour vingt ans continuant d'An en An, iuf 
ʺfor twenty years continuing from year made one,ʺ C+F+6 2 1  

iufques en l'á mil cinq ces quatre vingtz trois, and see 6 2, 5 80 1 herein 
o for 20 years continuing (incoming Nemesis)  these five eighty-three the first made milennium. J583 ! 

o A perfect prophecy right there. Michel Notredame died July 2nd  J566. Taken back by time gate,  

o from his real murder scene above Canberra: September 19 2011. See One Sent To Die, Unique Of All Deaths  . 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/SENT-TO-DIE-UNIQUE-OF-ALL-DEATHS.pdf      
 

After all, we only knew (as far as we are told) that Harrington got his information in 1981 via a good telescope.  
Both details (1981, telescope) may not be true. 

What if pope Gregory got his information straight from the horse’s mouth? Once we realize that we ARE herded by 
an off world interest, ones with time gate technology (and the Vatican HAS had a cronor viusor), then what is at one 
moment a big stretch; suddenly becomes credible! 
What if, 96 years later, Otto having been profoundly affected by the Thames and Danube freezing solid overnight 
– took it on himself to fix the New Age in place! Was he even aware Gregory had done the same, because the tyranny 

of distance in the 500 and 600s was tangible. Plus we are assuming Gregory added 1000 years by error! Whereas we 
know Otto had on the face of it, good cause to change a calendar. To bring forward a millennium and start anew – 
simply because that was what was actually happening to him.  
Of all the names the Nemesis mini solar system has been known by, the very name which struck great fear in all 
peoples hearts was the one in the bible. WORMWOOD. 
Just on the side at this juncture – when you hear people use the word MOON or LUNATIONS... just keep in  
mind the moon we have at the moment, arrived about the same time as the Younger Dryas. Raising that other 
question – did the arrival of the Nemesis system on that occasion cause the Younger Dryas, and was it a Fifth Sun? 
NAMES USED by various Societies relating to the incoming mini solar system include: 

WINGED ATEN 1486 bce: (Tulli, Ipuwer the Exodus): WINGED DISC Hezekiah 705 BCE, HERCUBOLIS/HERCULOBIS 

TYCHON, PASSOVER J79 CE. ISON/NEMESIS-WORMOOD J686 CE & currently (at 1346CE/2022) COMET ATLAS. 
SOURCES: IPUWER, TULLI/THUTMOSES, HEZEKIAH COIN (when we gained an extra 5 day orbit) SANHEDRIN 

PASSOVER J79 false Jesus martyr crucified, J325 Nicene BIBLE REVELATION WORMWOOD, NASA/renamed it ATLAS currently. 
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/9th-June-2020-EXPLANATION-OF-THE-PREFIXES.pdf 

 
Canada 2019 from a facebook ‘friend’, the Winged Disk... and again:       sic 

 
video C&P:"A CRESENT SHAPED UFO APPEARS...G—GLE MAPS" aka Winged Aten Disc 

➢ Both images above: no other way to describe this but as a “winged disc”, and see the  ca. 705BCE coin here with ‘upside down wings’. This date is within the Nemesis 

visit range of the 753BCE founding of Rome. It is my belief that GENESIS in the bible is also a reset following a fifth sun event according to the ADAMIC calendar   

 

Impression of a clay seal bearing the words: 
 "Belonging to Hezekiah [son of] Ahaz king of Judah" about 1 cm across 
and showing a winged sun and ankh, and Assyrian symbols of power and life.   Ouria Tadmor   also 

symbol for electricity, same winged disc on the BenBen stone. 

So – what does this tell us? 
Sometime while King Hezekiah/Isaiah  was alive – who reigned from  
715 to 686 BCE:   that this view was still in their skies following 705BC  C+F+ELEPHANT  

someone saw the winged disc of  Atlas-Nemesis-Nibiru system. 
If it was this that caused the 705BC  [Chinese records] event which disturbed our orbit and 
added 5 days – then that  “3,660 year orbit” is wayyyyy off!  Unless the comet-sun is only the 
Destroyer at those time gaps. 

 

Fat faced: ANU 

the silvery blue 

tinge is from  
ingesting colloidal 

silver-gold 
 

Fat faced: ANU  images 
later page 

 

These Hidden Texts 

have been warning us 

to look for deceit from 

alphabet agencies (and  

the likes of G00GLE is 

one) when they give a 

title to a thing or event 

that is engineered to 

divert you. This here is 

only a UFO if you do not 

know it is Winged Aten 

or whatever name it 

receives each visit 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/SENT-TO-DIE-UNIQUE-OF-ALL-DEATHS.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/9th-June-2020-EXPLANATION-OF-THE-PREFIXES.pdf
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 It turns out that our planet suffers many weird seasonal events about every 700 years give or take a decade or two. 
The coin above of around 705 BCe was followed by the great Earthquake during the Crucifixion which was clearly stated 
to happen in a C+F+Passover. Add the ‘Comet’ event of  J672 when G. Cassini reported it. We are in I346CE @ 2022. 

Did pope Gregory know at the end of J582, that Nemesis was coming ? Is that why he made it a fiscal age? And was the trip of the incoming 

mini solar system so slow that century that its devastating effects were not felt until J676 when Otto took it upon himself to table the New 

Age by calling it in July of J676 "Yule of 1000"... we already know we have had this system by whatever name – in our vicinity for forty years 

incoming and presumably 40 years leaving, making 80+ years right there. I know what you are going to say now – how could pope Gregory 
have even known/seen it as early as J583?  He didn’t, Cassini had in J672.     Yet the Vatican has had cronor visor technology since how long? 

3 Age of Leo  Our sun takes 2,808 years to navigate across constellation Leo.. I used a 1930 Norton's Star Atlas Charts  showing the 

1930 IAU constellation boundaries, which were drawn to conform as much as possible to traditionally recognized constellations. Luckily 
1930 was before the 1933 illegal E.T. false “treaties” of F.D.R which introduced so many false information criteria. The same that 
eventually led to the likes of Wikidpedia which continually misleads readers in such high proportions on so many topics.  
The ecliptic is plotted in  Norton's Star Atlas Charts  and the ecliptic longitude crosses the constellations boundaries. 
According to Endubsar’s Clay Tablet #10, it was in “Leo Rising” which saw that great flood (caused by the Planets of Cross.ing). The 
word “Rising” refers to the cusp & the first “decan”, or the first “one tenth” of crossing in this instance. Decan also means ‘ten days’. 
The cusp of crossings, including equinox (equal day/night) & solstice (sun stands still)  is largely ignored and discounted by many 
“scholars”. Albeit, pointing out that this date fits with the Younger Dryas after correcting our calendars.  By removing 676 years.  
This information matches Edgar Cayce [reading 5748-6. July 1. 1932.] "was a hundred years in construction, 10,490 to 10,390 BC" 

See MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES  where the Age of Leo has the centre of its cusp at 10,373  ( Leo ended around  7,565 BCE ) 
4 July of J676 In his works Chronology of Weather Events, James A Marusek describes under the 

date July [1]676 that the Thames had Frozen overnight, naming “Comet Ison” event at 1680. His following pdf update omits this detail. 

These Hidden Texts of Nostradamus JULY AS IULE C+F+ 6 2 1 & In his article Middle Ages Never Happened  Hans Ülricht Niemitz.  

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/MILLWHEEL-of-the-AGES-updated-August-16-2018.pdf  

5 Everyone who hears about the mammoth-mastodon freezing solid with buttercups still in her mouth, is astounded. 
Those who have ever killed a 500 kg (dressed weight) cow for the table are more astonished.  
Because it takes one week for a bovine carcase to cool down and set. And that is when it’s hung in a coolroom-freezer! 
So how is it possible for a beast around four times the volume of a cow or steer to ‘set’ overnight?  
(how do we know it was overnight? The frozen mastadon, Danube & Thames freezing solid overnight might be a good clue.) 
To have been caught grazing on buttercups, (& what season do they grow?); to have had the time only to sit down?  
On studying this mastodon, and strong pointers tell us that is what she really was, I conclude she was an animal from very 
temperate regions!  Look at her. She has an almost hairless body. She was born and raised in a temperate latitude! 
She died when and where buttercups grow – a short lived growing season, such as crocus/saffron and Ranunculus do. 
On reading behind the disinformation (establishment keeps calling her a mammoth) the consensus is a July event. If true – that 
would be a third pointer to July!. Being Otto’s date, the date in quatrein 6 2 1 and this frozen event. The real reason the family 
of ‘pre-historic’ (a misnomer) Mammut Americanum leaving their flesh edible enough for dogs to enjoy, is that they were NOT ‘pre-

historic’. They lived along-side other dinosaurs right up until the Wormwood event of J 676, 686 to J 716. 
If you try researching this I strongly advise finding other search engines than g--gle, duckduckgo or yahoo. After all; wikidpedia 
insists on calling her a ‘he’ and a ‘woolly mammoth’. Yes there are many finds just like her of the Mammutae family with as 
many arguments against a) freezing suddenly and b) where in what latitude they had been. Wikidpedia does its best to keep to 
‘establishment’ ideas about history. They won’t even admit that Nostradamus wrote two more Centuries. The reason for that 
is those Sixaines in Centuries 11 and 12 describe the standing up crocodile (Messsiah). The other partial book of the Seventh 
Centuries was also found with 11 and 12 “rendered to Vulcan”, behind his hearth. It contains references to using time travel to 
“manipulate the profits” – called by Nostradamus “the Anubis seat”... and who introduced the Anubis seat? Those “three” 
under Antarctica from the Orion Group. C+F+TRIAD in the Template for the Hidden Texts, which took Allan Webber nine years. 
 

For the same reason front-anchor Linda Moulton Howe tells us Antarctica has been covered in ice for “millions of years”.  
The finds being made under Antarctica all tell us that off world peoples are still there, that it is their technology that gave 
Tesla & Hitler the anti gravity craft, them who went to Billy Meier to misinform him, and them who went to several others 

including George Adamski. Once one concludes that there are negative off world interests which have been here for more 
than one cycle of Nemesis, that they run the reichs, that they prevent the “good guys” from traversing western hemisphere 
air space and that the only craft allowed to use that airspace are allied with them – then we know that what we see when the 

likes of ‘Valiant Thor’ arriving in his Sirius ships have an agenda beyond what they let us know. Forcing our ‘goodies’ endnotes   to 
utilize time as a form of propulsion,  to come & go. Why the . let Jim Sparks know that was what they were doing by 
returning him before he left. 
 

My summary: = 
Where the mastodon had been was a temperate latitude, such as Florida 
That it had been Siberia which was in that temperate Florida-like latitude ... 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/MILLWHEEL-of-the-AGES-updated-August-16-2018.pdf
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That whoever is saying the plants (out of many types of buttercup), were Rananuculus borealis – is doing so for a cover 
up, backed up by the fact they keep calling her a woolly mammoth. Except that, the current Siberia would have modern 
named borealis taxanomy wouldn’t it! 
Why would anyone want to hide these truths?          ANSWER:  See Adam & Eve on  Folio 7 of the Hidden Texts website. Plus, note the Antarctica lies  

So you, the powerful public,  do not ever guess our planet had a turn a mere  666  years ago. One Reset. 
Why, again would that concern the establishment?  ANSWER:  CIA says “6,000” years ago, fitting it  with GENESIS, BUT STILL NOT TRUE, it’s plural 

 

 

 
the woolly mammoth has a large 

hump on its head, the first feature we 
do not see on the mastadon left. The 
other feature being that she is almost 

hairless, with no ‘dip’ in her tusks. 
 

 

 

When I first found the woodcut image, I 
had not yet found the Hevelius woodcut 
information nor the prince Otto date of 
J676... This one was WORMWOOD 
J676  to  J719, after Giovanni Cassini 
spotted it sometime around J653-J672. 

The 2005 crop circle straddles the road 

at STONEHENGE 
Do you see the diagonal cross on the 

lower large body and the upright pheon 

cross on the upper large body...C+F+pheon 
do you see bodies with an atmosphere? 
The one at top left seems to be our sun. 
 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/SENT-TO-DIE-UNIQUE-OF-ALL-DEATHS.pdf  

THIS WAS WORMWOOD Rev. 8:11 
And the name of the STAR (Nemesis) 

was called WORMWOOD 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/SENT-TO-DIE-UNIQUE-OF-ALL-DEATHS.pdf
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from: Chronology of Weather Events 7th Edition 2010 – James A Marusek (begins 2 "AD"): 

Winter of 1675 / 1676 A.D. The winter of [1]675-76 in Ireland was very fair or rather no winter at all. 

[1]676 A.D. On 23 May 1676, the French ship Le Vansour sails along the coast of the island Tristan da 

Cunha located about midway between Africa and South America, and observed the peak on the main island was 

covered with snow.105  footnotes in Chronology of Weather Events 

 

Since we are only in 1346 at '2022':  all the number 1 prefixes in Marusek's work need to be 'fixed'.  

By either changing the number 1 back to a J or an I, or just removing the number 1. 

I have just spent time trying to find AGAIN where I SAW the word ‘Ison’ in this period of Marusek’s work. 

His next (2011) publication of updated finds has no mention. He is part of establishment after all, being a nuclear physicist – but on 

reading that period J676 to J719 again – everything mentioned still points to an aberration with Earth, her orbit and her seasons. 

Where winter was suddenly summer and many other parts of that world were frozen solid. His works are copyright© and I do use 

them as an educational tool for truth finding. 

The reader should by now, see how current establishment disguises (by name changing) or hides almost everything to do with 

astronomy and the Nemesis effect on us, our planet and nearby celestial bodies. The first of which being our moon is not what we 

think. None of us can nor should use the Moon in any “New Age” “studies” since it only arrived from Canis Minor between 11,000 

to 12,000 years ago. 

Somewhere on a later page I will put screen shots of “weather events” from J676 to J719 – and you will see the events match 

woodcuts and the likes of the silver goblet dated J69½ that I caught on Antiques Roadshow. 
105. Arnaldo Faustini, The Annals of Tristan da Cunha, 

http://www.btinternet.com/~sa_sa/tristan_da_cunha/images/tristan_annals.pdf [cited 20 May 2011]. 

 

Now, when returning to Marusek’s pdf of one year later updated publication;  
there is no mention of Ison. Since 2013 I have personally received two pointers to a  
Mandela Effect. Seems to me this is a third, in his 2011 version of a Chronology of Weather 

 Events. (found my published copy of his Ison mention C+F+PREUPDATE)     *  I, /we, all were told 

Meaning  that prince Otto, relative of  * Constantine, had removed the months of  

August  up to and including December, calling July  676 as “Yule”  by the texts  in 1 42 4 

 to read  Psellus the Younger.  He wrote The Cronographia & Daemonibus.  

 Has any of you ever been 
gaslighted? 
One finds something 
which gives one a jolt, 
such as the oomph I 
received on reading 
Ulricht Niemitz to find he 
concludes it is 324

years that was taken out 
of our calendar... all the 
while these texts had me 
seeking the year J676, in 
the July, for the date that 
324  years had been 

removed when July was 
made “Year one of the 
first Millennium”. 
So it was with seeing the 
word ISON in his July  
[1]672 weather events by 
James A Marusek, the 
first time I read it.  

➢ continues at left 

Wikidpedia has Michael  

Psellus  publish 1055, ie: 55 

years past Otto’s J676 =  J731 
?  C+F+ Clement  1st. 
Even so, I still hold a caveat on 
this  dating  information. 
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these all being J676, to J682 to J719. Keep on mind Otto had “made July as Yule” 

 
The Bayeux Tapestry was NOT 1066AD which was an invented dating to make it fit other ‘history’. Neither was it 66 years plus J676.  

First, it took an unknown number of years to finish. Second, having no gunpowder shown anywhere when Marco Polo took gunpowder 
to Europa J 270s, then the dates ON the tapestry are contradictory. One of 495/6 by zodiac, & one of 596 (D500VC95+I) whereas 496 in  
C+F+Candia & Little Tartary, would have read at that time, with CCCC. Quatrain 9 7 tells us to “acquaint Breton reign with Norman”. 

  

ANTARCTICA at EQUATOR sideways The actual  PASSOVER – black sun & planetX 

 Here we can see the 
omission of the 
notation Marusek 
made in his former pdf 
– the notation I just 
found that I HAD 
published ... 
I came across the 
Marusek words 
regarding COMET ISON 
DEC. 1680, that I had 
published in a previous 
pdf forum/collection 
while looking for 
something else... 
The same words which 
were removed in his 
one-year-later 
“updates.” 
 
Compare to 
C+F+680 
Control plus Find keys 
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10 27 3 in SARAN  of 7 Part 2. Here the name of Julian (calendar) is confirmed as the one of the first/kalends, by reiteration 
Un Clement, Jules &  Aƒcans recules, Clement 1st set back, the calendar (the first/kalends) Julius (Julian) & Ascanius – also known as IULUS   
                     look at the J/Y closely in the original, following. Telling us J IS Y  with CLEMENT being the pope 
10 27 3 CLEMENTYULESAFCANS  the capitalized words 

MEANS NAME CLASSY TIMELESS UNCLE ENLYL (MANLY CUTENESS/as Val Thor)  FLUENTLY MENACES NUCLEAR 
MYSELF (Nostradamus) ASSUMES (takes on) FEELS YES, YOU CAN ACCESS CLEAN CUT YAH  
NELL :  CANCELS UNSEEMLY  FAULTY  ANNUALS  false calendars   

ELSE SEEMS ANU UNCLE ONLY ACTS  FALSE  FLU   =  IS  ELYTES  MENS  TALE 

 

Da Vinci Does Meet Nostradamus Part Two 

10 27 3 Un Clement, Jules & Afcans recules, 
NELL EJACULATES  C.E. CLUES,  INCLEMENT  JULE  ACCURATENESS   
SARANS’ CRUELNESS  EATS AFRICANS.  SETS  NUCLEAR   CANCERS   

 EJULATEVNCLESA   leftover letters =  VALUE IS = JUST LEAVE IT CLEAN.  CLUES ARE A NAVAL CLAUSE. 
 SAVE except  AVENUES  VENAL JET VALENCES.chemtrails  EVACUATE  EJECTAE  AT CELLULAR*  LEVELS. 

*CELLULAR  a pun on storm cells and molecular cells   JETS EVACUATE send out.   underlined is  Aphesis, silent letter 

MY APOLOGIES TO REGULAR READERS FOR THE REPETITION OF IMAGES... THERE ARE STILL MANY NEW READERS  

WHO MAY NOT HAVE GAINED A LARGER PICTURE... THESE IMAGES ARE HERE AGAIN TO HELP REACH A SUMMARY 

It is not general knowledge that our current calendar was not accepted world wide until ‘1922’. 
(Encyclopaedia Brittanica, the Establishment).  ‘1922’ being I.922 on the face of it. 
So, Have a think about that date. Titanic sunk 1912, WWI ends in 1919 with the Versailles Treaty. Tesla 
receives the blueprints for anti gravity craft from “angels” whose intentions in 1922 were  leaning towards 
the population and the planet receiving free energy... but 
the banksters had already curtailed those intentions to keep  and profit from it for themselves. 

 

10 27 3 Un Clement, Jules &  Aƒcans recules,  
Clement 1st, set back, the calendar (the first/ kalends) Julius (Julian) & Ascanius – also known as  
IULUS: telling us J & i prefix are the same. Ascanius, a close ancestor of Julius Caesar 
Since Julian was in 46/44 Before Current Era (J79C.E.) which is ALSO before Christian/ 
papal era, then it was the papal control system which changed Julian’s calendar. 

The French word : recules =  

to isolate-go back-move back-put the clock back-raise the age ( ! ) which is exactly what did 
happen to the calendars, more than once. Pope Gregorius arranged a fiscal system 
to "send the calendar back" by changing the i to a 1 thereby adding one thousand years 
to Julian583, in the January. C+F+diligence 

HERE IS CLEMENT the 1st  
dated by Wikidpedia to the first Century “AD”, but which century was that! 

What do you notice about this man who “set back” the Julian kalends? 
He shows the satanic hand sign of the horns 

sometimes disguised under the term “bene-diction” 
and which century was he really in?  

£ 2488 Template ref: 7 2 3  Noir blanc a l’inde diƒƒimulez en terre,  Black  white [greys]masked  Indigo [outer spacesack cloth/black goo]  on land, 

IS  ANCIENT ALIENS USE UNSAFE INFLUENZA NEEDLES  LIE this is why I put this line here, not realizing  

➢ AND IN SECRET CLEMENT BULL EDICT UMBRELLA cover LEO (pope?) ROMAN  

SUBNASAL  SINE  TRADER URANIL (Grayles from Urania/Orion C+F+Mios)  CARBORUNDUM  LEANT  INFERTILE  EON –  

SEIZE ALL INFANTILE FROM SILLIER LAZI TRENDIES. USE BROMIDES UNDERMINE LIBIDINAL ZEAL,  IT MINERALIZES BRAIN,  

 DULLS IN DELIRIUM,  LATER IS BLINDERS ON ALL –  ADMINISTERED IN INOCULATION; STILLBORN  MODEL. 

FRIENDLIEST ELITE such as JFK Jnr UNDER  INTERNAL  ICELAND  STILL  IDEALIZE, VIA  INFINITE URANITE SAINT’S / Germain 
NESARA LIFELINE INTENDS ETERNAL RESILIENCE (this has become a catchword for the deep state, the copiests) 

NESTLÉ BRAND  C.E.O REALIZES RUNS MILD BURN IN BRAIN –   IS A MINORS/childs MIND NADIR. the very pits 
FRENZIED ARAB ALLAH-LU LUCIFER  INFIDELS  IN RURAL RABID RUIN  IDEA .       ANZAC SOLDIER  ICON DEFINITION  (rising sun)  

IS TIMER FORERUNNER  TERRIBLE FEBRUARY*  OMEN         see in ABBA Acknowledgements  1 21 3  and 1 6 4 “FEBRUARY 11th RAT YEAR OANNES RE-TURN 
BRAZEN INNUMERABLE BURLIER ILL-BRED SARRU, SAURID LIZARDS DINE ON MEN – SERCO CERN MADE BOAT(Earth)  OFF 
CENTRE, IS INLAID BUILT BILLIARD ORBIT  MENU: ELDER,ALBI-SILUER BIREO, DAHL   
MILLERS UNDID - BURNED INSANE ALA LU SATURNINE   (see 3 quatrains about the Saturnines being burned by the Millers) 
TRIED RUIN TERRA FOR MILLENNIA - IDEALIZED BURDEN-NOUN  leftover from mining DESERT BURNOUT 

MILD, LAME NELL MEAD DETERMINED  CENTURIES LINES FINDS;   
OF BIZARRE FROZEN RESCUE  (ice age)  DIURNAL-ADORE/ Sept 19-22  CAT 2023 REMINDS
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1 6 4 first published in Presented To Vulcan 2014.  Caught on Video, appears in  ABBA ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Then published in RESETS Feb 9th 2020 – then it happened on the 11th. February 2020 (year of the Rat) 
FEELING FEBRUARY ELEVENth IN BARREL RAT YEAR OANNES RE-TURN/as the Messsssiah -  (Octobre i564+458 =2022)  

 REFUTED UFOS ENTER, UNIVERSE see “TURN”  Presage 564, 2022 ANU/Oannes IN BARREL Jan 21 - Feb 17  
video – February 11th Oannes flying down from somewhere, minus (refuting) their craft.  INTRUSION IN BARREL date NOT AMIABLE 

said Da Vinci  "DANGLE IN AIR".  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i-YT3kBJck&feature=em-uploademail   at 4:50 seconds.  
(Oats) Barrel date is also a part of (the Presage October date) Oct 4th –13th  

C+F+592.  Immediately on seeing what we call Giza/Gizeh in the j592 map, with Sahara a quarter of the planet 

to the East of Giza, any scholar worth their salt is going to blurt "but Giza sits exactly central to the continents 
today, facing a perfect north and south alignment". A good basis for debunking many details. Here is where a 
quantum leap about knowing things must take place. One of these leaps is that todays perfect alignment was 
arranged.  In just the same way Earth was moved out of the way of Toutatis St. Lucy’s day,  December 2012. 

 

 
Look closely at the gap between the I and 568.  #1568 needs no gap.       
This was two years after Nostradamus was found dead. So, who had the 

courage to leave us this clue? Chavigny did. Not forgetting the publisher. 

Dont il y en a trois cens qui n’ont encore   Of which they/from then (y or i)  three made centuries who will not get again 

          jamais été imprimées                      Summer never printed. The word "summer" re-inforced as  "été"  and  "im. prime" 

Ajoutées de nowveau par ledit Auteur.         New age added by author publishing. 

 

11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile tisuë,  Of his torment, the clothdestiniesalready woven,     [ELLIS  ISLE = NY] Babylon Trench 
LEONINE JOEL E.T. TILTS  SUN; ILL JETS ATENasteroidODIUM ETNA OS,  (Os is 'bones' is in Capricorn, Yule as it turns out) 
JOLT TO ELLIS ISLE SILT MUD TONE, ROTATE Earth ILLS  I /Yew tree date is the week of October 31 and the eve of the 
solstice at Yule, being December 19-26th (in Os) these days.  Could be “tilts at sun” or tilts the Earth.  This meteorite affects the 
Mediterranean to New York, so it must be the “Isle de France” one. Interesting to note that Etna did erupt Dec 26 2014  
JESUS  ALIEN LOUT ATE  IN ADRENAL (referring to adrenachrome) but also means the ‘’tainted meat’’ of halal killing.  
(the shape shifter Jesus which appears in the Last Supper)                 
LONELIER ANU'S OLD SATAN IS ILL-NATURED AN ALLA.LU of the JAILED TUNE; both in the Bible''put in irons'' (iron 
means Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki ELATUS proud JU Jew TRUE DEMON SATAN JEERED TO MULTI-SOLUTION  
USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUST SLANDEROUS SEASON TIMER ~ INSANE LIE. USED IULE  Yule AT  JULI...    ( July ) 
He who removed 324½ years from our calendar (season timer) in 676 so that j676 became 1000A.D. for the new Ison Age. 
JOEL E.T. in other lines "spreads cholera" – these would be the Zeta45 greys which 'work for' the Anakim (are they Igigi?) 
o IULE  Yule AT  JULI... there is a silver cup engraved inside with  J69 ½ hinting in the only way they could that all was not 

well with their dating system. This was only 14 years following the new age calendar reset in J676.  
o Time of Passing Over can take 40 years coming in, & 40 years going out of our solar system.  

Which prefix was Constantinople Otto working with when he made the cold summer of j676 "Juli into Yule"? 

We have seen i633 on a Tudor letter, i545 1 on a Church request for a copy of the Last Supper, and J499 for the 

return of Christosphere Celumbo to Spain along with  Fransifcus Drakus in J579, in this way we know that Queen 

Elizabeth 1 died i603 making King James I of all Britain in i604. Hence the KJVersion was i611  
 
1 image here or in Part 2  

"Plucked from Jesus Articles/pdfs "copy of a letter dated i545 requesting a replication of the Last Supper be painted on another church 
  C+F+545  
 

I  is not  a 

number 1 ... 
It is a capital   
‘ i ’ =  also a  J 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i-YT3kBJck&feature=em-uploademail
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Fat faced: ANU and images later page 

  

some of the "CASSETTES" from the Last Supper, also known as The Eucharist 

The Husky dog is very similar to Gene Decode’s sigil.  HIS SYMBOL.  

This raised question marks in my mind because of a possible propaganda virtual video. How do we know this was a virtual video 

and a therefore mis-leading mis-information video? Because the real Gene Decode uses bitchute, and not you tube. 

 

C+F+hungerstones 
By this date – around April 2022, a thinking person having glanced through these pdf forums, will or at least should have, 
come to the conclusion that: 
i:   Other World interests have been using Earth and her resources since times before time, way before our current moon arrived    

      from Canis Minor in the Sirius-Orion Group,  during the Younger Dryas 

ii: Those resources include the trees &  biological  living creatures;  &  those include humans 

iii: That these off world entities have technologies far beyond our imagination, & these technologies include making the weather,      

      using sonic frequencies to move objects, even the Earth herself, moving tectonic plates, and crucifying a martyr 

iV: Controlling humanity is easy. Starve them. Using rain or no rain, to herd the humans ! 

V:  By threatening the local kings and politicians with a grim future, such as the Great Chicago Fire, or the great droughts that   

     brought the Hungerstones just south of Poland into use (showing their real Julian dates), or the more recent “wildfire darts 

from the skies”. Not forgetting great flooding happening now, with “wellness camps” waiting in the aisles for the unwary...  

VI: these human looking ‘fallen angels’  have, by using this duress, created autonomous “unions” such as the Untited Nations   

      and NATO, the World Economic Forum, the IMF, WHO, EPA, FDA, TGA and all other alphabet groups designed to push   

      the NIV directions to the ‘unwashed hordes’ & ‘useless eaters’, because it is their  New World Order  INVASION AGENDA...  
VII:  Make no mistake, there are at least three off world triads, one of which dwell under Antarctica, that can bend human will.  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xk7VwVjuWNI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0urShrdJ2zY 

 

There are many more 
hidden people found in 
The Last Supper, with a 

table-scape also showing 
a “fat-faced” red haired 
beardless EnKi, wearing 
green, surrounded by 

happy discourse 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xk7VwVjuWNI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0urShrdJ2zY
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Image I found when obey-

ing directions on how to get 

the hidden persons in the 

Last Supper. These texts  

consistently say the wolf 

refers to Rockefeller.  It is at 

the Rockefeller Camp that 

ppl become copied, such as 

Greer, L.M.Howe, Wilcock. 

the huskie/wolf found in the Last Supper and Gene Decode’s sigil.   What is this telling us? 
Knowing that you tube censors the truth, and the real Gene Decode uses bitchute. 

THE VIDEO ABOVE    IS FALSE ‘ESTABLISHMENT’ “VIRTUAL” INFORMATION 

 
 

 SIDEWAYS MAP  j79 to ? 600? 

 
NOTING GREATER LAND MASS 

 

In later  pages a table is planned to try and 
establish if this sideways turn changed to a more 
full term MID STREAM of the “age-era-orbit” of the 
Nemesis system 

 
 

 

 
HISTORY AND  LANGUAGE REMOVED 

 

  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xk7VwVjuWNI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0urShrdJ2zY 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xk7VwVjuWNI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0urShrdJ2zY
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I had thought that Ipuwer’s event was a cycle before  the Winged Aten. Recently I found it is the same event 

 
£   953 1 10 2 
j555 publication 

 

(from) Serpens Boōtes transferred in a cage of iron ship 
Ou les enfans feptains du roy font pris: 
Where the  king’s Cepheus7 children  are held:  the Arm 

     ship The Seven hibernating in the so called Black Knight. You will notice that the Cabal of satanists will give any good dog a bad name. 

NELL PRINTS PERILOUS RENOWNED  DINOSAUR/Messsiah PESTS (NOT YOUR DINOSAURS) SENDS  LOUISE ATEN,bolide names 
ASTEROIDS WEST:  this matches many warnings regarding their “last card”, following an alien invasion WAS POSTPONED. 
SONY sonic POE human combustion D.E.W. DRONES PORTIONS STONE/Earth OS/Dec.22 to Jan.3rd [Yule] DURATION 
PRINT: STEPS SEEN; SWIFT/ Hirundo DINOSAURS SATANISTS ASSASSINS STRIP YOUR INFANT SOULS. SPANS YEARS 
➢ The Hummingbird-Swift logo is Twitter. The Grayles of the 4th reich also run other social platforms, Youtube & search engines 

  
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf 

£  1595 8 10 2   Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait   That one  will not know its origin  
OF TELLINGER'S UNIQUE ANU'S DINOSAUR IS IN AROUND AQUEOUS, ( the Aden seagate which opened in Aquarius, or ‘aqueous’ ocean  )             
Seagate in the Gulf of Aden  

IS DUE IN NOON [mid] AQUARIUS/which Feb 11th was!  8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait   That no-one will know its origin  
ONE AUSTRALIAN QUANTIFIED ORIGINAL QUATRAINS : FORUUARNS  ALIEN  EQUATION, 
EQUATION OF LINEAR DRAUUINGS (The ''Lost Book', ‘constellations'): OF LARGE NEO-DARUUINIAN E.D ANU GOD 
INQUIRER OF ANU LONG AUUAITED. INQUIRER OF ANTIQUARIAN UUERE FLOODING  Clay Tablet #10 of EnKi 

FRIDGE RELIEF NOUU IN IGNORANT INADEQUATE ERA IS AN EQUATORIAL UUANDERING the Inuit telling us since 2010 
RUINOUS QUINT [helmeted] ON [Oannes] AROUSAL FEUDING AURAS: INSANE FOUR DUE URN/ Aquarius, see Feb 11th 2020 
SONANT DEAFEN AURAL IN EQUUS (2014/2026 or months of the horse) I (Halloween)RUNA  Oct 4th – 13th & Jan 21 - Feb 17  
U. N GLORIFIED ALIEN URSA OANNES the ORIGIN OF FEUDING ORIGINAL RELIGIONS – FEUDS EON DRAUUINGS [are] REGIONAL 

£  1781 9 96 2 Duc entrera par perfuafion,  The President will enter via persuasion: (persuasion = threats) apheses used for H 

E’A, DOREAN, UNNOTICED PARTNERSEloim RARE CENTURIES UUORDS. RUSSIA  REACTS ON UKRAINE UNDER PAPER /Earth.  

ARSENIOUS ANCIENT AHPEE/Sirius-ADONIS/Orion- SPAN IN U.N. PRAISES UP DINOSAURS CENTRED IN CARPENTER/FreeMasons Constellation      
WHO RAISE FRAUD OF SEASONS geo-engineering that UPREARS PREFACE APRON astronomy/Capricorn    PUTIN OFFERS PEACE  

3 62 4  A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. To Carcassone connecting its traces/followers.  (traces: as in a harness = followers) 

£  3091 3 62 4  NONE SEE DINOSAUR CARCASS MEN RAISES                                               

IS IN JEFFERSONIAN ACADEMI C ENCOURAGES SUCCEEDED AIM A.A [!] IGNORANCE. by hiding giants  IS JANUS-FACED JESUS COSINE OANNES 

EFFICIENCIES ON MARRIAGE,biblical.JOINS EFFICACIOUS  CARCASE ANAGRAM INFERENCES yes,  there are several more regarding museums and their misuse of history                                                                                  
➢ a pun. MARRIAGE of letters for anagram and CARCASE body of work, but also marriage of  CARCASE as in CLONES  

 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf


pg. 19 
 

 

J 555  
4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos  the i562 version is quite different from the i555 publication  
Citadel/moonship abducting [go] liquidated lifted up/alleviated not undressed/fully clothed 
ICON (Elo’im) GARDENER (EnKi) INSTRUCTION ODD INTRODUCTION: GOOD CALENDAR POSITIONS NOT TOUCHING, the dark age  
ANDROID ANGEL SOOTHING KIND POET DOCTOR’S OPINION; COUNTING CHILDREN DRAGON RAIDED, DRAINED. 
CALENDAR IS DELETED THREE HUNDREDS, VINGT & QUATRE IEARS  removed 324½ years from our calendar, with the evidence is well ‘lost’  

    UINGT = VINGT   Deleting the extra 1000 years is easier to prove.   324½ see the silver chalice dated J69½ 

UNGOD-LIKE ODD-LOOKING LEONINE UPRIGHT DINOSAUR* ENCHANT SPIN-DOCTOR (Greer) SARDONIC U.N.  CUNNING REPTILE LONDONER 
PRINCE CHARLES (SLEEPS AROUND), STRANGE QUOTES, COCKS IT UP, NO NOT KING, ODIOUS DAD TO SONS.  Patriarchal society 
DISCOUNTS PUN-QUADROPHONIC 4 strand frequencies DNA IN DOCTORING ANDROID PRODUCTION  *native Indians’ ‘upright crocodile men’ 

 by bringing the centuries forward they began the artificial intelligence ‘slaves’ agenda.  C+F+ 5 12 1  & 5 2 1 
HO HO GOOD – COLONIES PARCS UNDERSTANDS THOSE UNEQUALLED DISTINCTIONS,  QUIET GOD COLLUSION, LIQUIDATED ECHO beam me up 
SOOTHING you SHOOTING PARCS IN  I DATE  IDLING COOLED, ICON  (Elohim of 3 25, a pdf forum of their own) QUIETS NELLS  ILLS.  
Colonies Parks is a qualifyer from the quatrain 2 7 1 deported to the antipodes .. IN  I  DATE. a solstice, but this pickup was an equinox. March 20. 
FIRMAMENT:   see full description under Hevelius in ST GERMAINE Part 2. 
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/st-germain-pART-tWO-dEC-17-2929.PDF  
 

 

Do you see the clues? 
In the Hieroglyph is the Mountains sigil of Ninurta 
The Igigi Grayles have a hologram hovering which 
shows us a Sirius mother ship, also known as Vril. 
The pale element hovering above its palm & smack 
in the centre of the picture is Ormus, also known as 
biblical Shew bread, manna, colloidal silver-gold, 
white powder gold and monatomic gold. 
This is vital for time travellers becasue it maintains 
their DNA. This is the stuff that mysterious “handbag” 
contains. 
These are the same which dealt with Aleister 
Crōwley. His “Lam” was sent by these Grayles.  He 
also called it ‘Aiwass’. Which is a copy of Eihwaz. 
Orme stands for Orbitally Rotating Molecular Energy, 
(hence monatomic)and Orbitally Revolving Magnetic Energy. 

 

 

J653 or 633 See the Tartarian Architecture. This flying craft appears on a coin

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/st-germain-pART-tWO-dEC-17-2929.PDF

